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Abstract—Elastic or channel buffers can improve the overall power and area overhead of Network-on-Chip (NoC) architectures by reducing or replacing large, power hungry router buffers. In this paper, we design three fault tolerant schemes for our channel buffers which are used in a concentrated torus (CTorus) topology to reduce power consumption and improve throughput and latency. Our proposed fault tolerant techniques on CTorus topology are evaluated using the Synopsys Design Compiler and our results show (i) an improvement in energy-delay product (EDP) ranging from 20% to 43%, (ii) improvement in saturation throughput of 32% and (iii) an overall reduction in area overhead by 53-68% over other state-of-the-art electrical topologies.

I. INTRODUCTION

As the scalability of Chip Multiprocessors (CMPs) increases, the Network-on-Chips (NoCs) architectures that connects hundreds to thousands of cores [1] must overcome the problems of global wire delay and power consumption. With technology scaling to smaller devices, both power dissipation (static and dynamic) and failures in router components are becoming crucial for future CMPs. While the previous design of 80-core Intel TeraFlops consumed more than 28% of the total chip power [2], more recent 48-core Intel SCC design [3] reduced the overall communication power to 10% of the total power budget by implementing several power optimization techniques. Clearly, energy-efficient and fault tolerant NoCs architectures are required to sustain and continue the performance gains achieved by increasing the number cores on a single chip with every successive generation.

Three research areas to improve NoCs architectures include (a) buffering and switching to improve energy-efficiency, (b) topologies designed for high throughput, and (c) fault tolerance for robust or reliable performance. Several design techniques have been proposed to minimize the high power consumption of router buffers, including (i) replacing the repeaters along the link to duplicate as hold and store (channel buffers) when desired [4] and (ii) replacing all buffers with elastic buffers along the link by replacing repeaters with flip-flops [5]. Minimizing crossbar area and power has also been studied by using smaller, segmented and split crossbars for improved energy and area-efficiency [6]. Flattened Butterfly (FBfly) is a high-radix NoC router architecture which reduces any extra hops along a dimension, thereby restricting the diameter of the network to two at the cost of increased router radix [7]. Finally, with technology feature sizes continuing to decrease, the mitigation of hard and soft errors are becoming a critical issue that will impact the performance of NoCs architectures. Fault tolerant techniques are needed to provide the expected high availability and data integrity that applications today require when full Dual Modular Redundancy (DMR) systems are not feasible or expensive to implement. This includes, variable strength error correction coding, detection and sampling techniques [8], built-in system test (BIST), and system adaptability.

In this paper, we propose fault tolerant channel buffers in a concentrated torus (CTorus) topology with the goals of minimizing power consumption, eliminating Head-of-Line (HoL) blocking, and further improving network performance. We avoid HoL blocking in CTorus by using dual channels (dc) between routers to increase the number of inputs. Furthermore, we take advantage of the dual inputs by separating the monolithic crossbar into smaller multiple crossbars (mx). A CTorus topology is used which balances the traffic load while providing performance comparable or better to the FBfly topology. To overcome failures in the channel buffers, we propose three different fault tolerant schemes which utilize the redundancy of the small, power efficient dual channel buffers. The first design, called No Escape Channel, does not add any additional links or escape channels, and simply uses the inherent redundancy of the dual channel organization when a failure is detected. The second design, called Full Escape Channel, adds an additional escape link that is used only when there is a failure in one of the links. The third design, called One Escape Buffer, is a mixture of the first two designs in that only a portion of a full escape channel is used when a failure is detected. We used the Synopsys Design Compiler to evaluate the power, area and router pipeline latencies for various configurations. The major contributions of this work are as follows: (1) we utilize a CTorus topology with energy efficient channel buffers and crossbars, (2) we propose three fault tolerant schemes which can overcome failures with marginal area and power overhead, and (3) we show a performance improvement of up to 32%, an improved EDP from 20% to 43%, and a total area reduction of 53-68% when compared to other NoC topologies such as CMesh and FBfly.
II. TOPOLOGY

We use a concentrated torus (CTorus) topology as shown in Figure 1(a). Torus topologies reduce the traffic contention at the center of the network by balancing the traffic load better than a mesh due to the wrap-around links allowing packets to travel in both directions. Network diameter can be reduced by concentrating four cores to a single router leading to a savings in power and area overhead. The CTorus topology is organized in a grid fashion on the chip with links between each adjacent router and wrap around links connecting routers on the edge of the chip. Figure 1(a) shows the bottom half of the 64 core topology and the wrap around links are shown as arrows for simplicity.

A single stage of each channel buffer is comprised of a single three-state repeater along all wires as shown in Figure 1(b) and 1(c). Each repeater stage acts as a conventional transmission repeater with the addition of an active low control input. When the control line for a stage is high, each repeater within that stage is tri-stated and the data is held from traversing. The dual-functionality of the links reduces the overhead of expensive buffers within the router and saves considerable power and area. Our baseline design uses no fault tolerance and requires a single control block per inter-router link in order to manage all the stages along the link. The dual channel (dc) design naturally overcomes Head-of-Line (HoL) blocking in the proposed architecture.

The dual links in the CTorus topology become the two input ports for the multi-crossbar (mx) organization. The mx organization splits a large monolithic crossbar into four smaller crossbars to reduce area and power consumption. The crossbars take advantage of xy dimension ordered routing (DOR) in which a packet travelling in the x direction will continue in the same x direction or move to a y direction. Once in the y direction, a packet will stay in the same y direction. This creates four quadrants of traffic: (+x, +y) [North-East], (-x, -y) [South-West], (-x, +y) [North-West] and (+x, -y) [South-East].

A router has two input and one output port for each direction. Therefore, by limiting the crossbar connections and combining select crossbar outputs, we provide more opportunities for the output ports to be occupied than a conventional crossbar. Deadlocks are avoided using VC’s and dimension ordered routing which eliminates circular dependencies.

III. FAULT TOLERANCE CHANNEL BUFFERS

In this section, we describe in detail the implementation of the fault tolerant dual channel buffers and the control logic for overcoming faults using three different fault tolerance approaches. Our goal of implementing fault tolerance is to overcome device failure in our channel buffers with marginal power or area overhead while sustaining performance similar to the baseline. Our first design can achieve fault tolerance without the area overhead of an escape channel, but with slight performance penalty. The second and third design can maintain performance by adding either a full escape channel with four buffers or just one escape buffer. It should be noted that we discuss how to recover from faults in this paper; the testing will be evaluated in future publications.

The No Escape Channel design shown in Figure 1(b), uses the inherent redundancy of the dual-channel design to provide a means for rerouting flits around faulty stages. When a stage is declared faulty, the control block labeled CB2 in Figure 1(b) is notified. From then on, if a flit attempts to traverse through a failed stage, the associated control block (CB0 or CB1) requests permission from CB2 to send the flit across the switch to the adjacent line. The flit bypasses the failed buffer and continues to the next stage on the secondary link. If contention arises, CB2 manages round robin arbitration to promote fairness to both lines. After the faulty stage is bypassed, the secondary control requests access at the next available active switch, and if granted the flit returns to its original line. While the design in Figure 1(b), takes a minimal area approach, the control logic suffers from complexity and is the only fault tolerance design implemented of the three that hinders performance due to arbitration delay after one faulty stage. The No Escape Channel design, however, can withstand multiple faults in both links given that no two parallel link stages are bad. This fault tolerant design achieves the goal of having marginal area and power overhead by not adding an
escape channel. However, when one channel buffer fails, a link must be shared between two packets causing one to be halted which will impact performance.

The Full Escape Channel design shown in Figure 1(c), adds a third full parallel channel buffer link. This channel is only used when there is a fault in one of the other channels. When a failure is detected, packets are re-routed into the escape channel then back out to the original input port. Full Escape allows for multiple stages or a single full channel to become defective before performance is hindered. However, there is an area overhead due to the additional escape channel. No additional power is added because the distance a packet traverses is the same even when there is a failure.

A third fault tolerance design, called One Escape Buffer, takes a Dual Modular Redundancy (DMR) methodology, and uses one redundant buffer stage per link. This design is similar to the Full Escape Channel except that there is only one tri-state buffer per inter-router link and a packet can be routed to this buffer after each stage. The input for this buffer is fed from a $1 \times 4$ MUX and output to a $1 \times 4$ DEMUX connected to each intermediate stage. This design allows faults at any one stage before affecting performance. When a buffer stage is declared defective, the associated control block is notified, and the respective select lines are activated to allow the flit to continue through the bypass stage. Therefore, similar to the Full Escape Channel design, the One Escape Buffer can maintain performance for a certain number of failures. However, there is a power and area overhead due to the MUX/DEMUX and additional wiring.

IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

In this section, we first evaluate our three proposed fault tolerant channel buffer designs in terms of power, timing, and area overhead compared to a baseline dc buffer organization with no fault tolerance. We assumed a BIST architecture similar to [9] where they showed that 117 cycles (200 MHz clock) were required to detect faults in the channel. Each packet consists of 4 flits where each flit is 128 bits. The channel buffer and crossbar organization was synthesized and optimized using the Synopsys Design Compiler tool using the TSMC 65 nm technology libraries with a nominal supply voltage of 1.0 V and an operating frequency of 2 GHz.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE I</th>
<th>POWER AND AREA ESTIMATION USING SYNOPSYS DESIGN COMPILER FOR 65 NM TECHNOLOGY NODE AT 1.0 V AND 2 GHz CLOCK.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Design</th>
<th>Power (mW)</th>
<th>% Change</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Baseline</td>
<td>180.81</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No Escape Channel</td>
<td>180.81</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Full Escape Channel</td>
<td>180.81</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>One Escape Buffer</td>
<td>180.94</td>
<td>+0.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Area (mm$^2$)</td>
<td>234.67</td>
<td>+0.39</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Second, we evaluate our CTorus topology using the best fault tolerant channel buffer design and compare to mesh, Concentrated mesh (CMesh), and Flattened Butterfly (FBfly). For fair comparison, the bisectional bandwidth was maintained equal for all designs by adjusting the link widths.

A. Power

The total power dissipation of baseline dual-channel buffer, shown in Table I, is 183.8 mW for 65 nm comprising of the link, register, control block, and DEMUX/MUX. No Escape Channel slightly increased total power to 184.4 mW, while maintaining the same link cost as baseline with the control block and arbitration overhead providing the largest penalty. The Full-Escape Channel design dissipated 183.8 mW, with the majority of the increase in the link due to the redundant channel, but incurred minimal additional control block overhead. One Escape Buffer dissipated 184.60 mW mainly due to the 128 bit wide 1-to-4 DEMUX and MUX. The leakage power of the baseline, No Escape, Full Escape, and One Escape was found to be 2.16, 3.27, 3.01, and 2.31 mW respectively.

B. Timing

The latency for the baseline was found to be 0.37 ns in 65 nm technology and is due to the channel buffer latency (0.20 ns), register buffering (0.09 ns), and the DEMUX (0.08) latency which falls within our specified clock period of 0.50 ns. For the three fault tolerance schemes, the same latency was incurred in each design except One Escape which employed additional MUX (0.07 ns) and DEMUX (0.08 ns) yielding 0.52 ns total delay. This delay does not fall within our clock period of 0.50 ns therefore it will not be considered for CTorus using 65 nm but can be lowered with future technology nodes.

C. Area

The baseline area, shown in Table I, of 238.6 mm$^2$ was estimated from the link, register buffers, control block, and DEMUX. No Escape yielded the best area of the three fault tolerance schemes with 239.1 mm$^2$, due to the advantage of the inherent redundancy natively seen in the design, eliminating the need of additional redundant components at the cost of control block complexity. One Escape provided the second best area and contained overhead penalties in link cost due to a single redundant buffer stage per channel and complexity of
the required MUX/DEMUX components needed to drive the bypass stage. The Full Escape required the most area overhead due to an additional full channel.

D. CToRus Results

A cycle-accurate on-chip network simulator was used to conduct a detailed evaluation of each network. For open-loop measurement, the packet injection rate is varied from 0.1 to 0.9 of the network capacity, and packets are injected according to the Bernoulli process based on the given network load. The simulator was warmed up and allowed to run until all the packets reached their destinations. We implement the full escape channel design in CToRus as this provides the best overall power and area combination while maintaining performance.

1) EDP: Figure 2 shows the average energy-delay product (EDP) per packet normalized to CMesh. CToRus has a high EDP for some cases but not all with an average EDP 18% higher than CToRus. This is due to the large network diameter of mesh causing high latency. CToRus has the lowest latency and energy for most traffic patterns with an average EDP 15-21% lower than all the other networks. CToRus has the same network diameter as CMesh; however, the low energy from the crossbar design and buffer channels allows CToRus to have a lower EDP for many cases.

2) Latency: Figure 3 shows the average latency per packet for all the networks. With uniform traffic, CToRus has similar performance to FBfly. The dual channels of CToRus allow packets to injected into the cores faster than the single channel links in FBfly. However, the extra links between routers in FBfly causes the packet latency to be similar to CToRus. Figure 3(b) shows the average latency for complement traffic. CToRus saturates a load of 0.15 which is 25% higher than FBfly and CMesh. Figure 3(c) shows the latency results for the bit reversal traffic pattern. The saturation of CToRus is at a load of 0.17 which is 30% higher than mesh and 70% higher than CMesh and FBfly. The concentrated networks start at a lower average latency than mesh with CToRus being the lowest. However, CMesh and FBfly saturate earlier because of the contention at the concentrated router. CToRus saturates at higher loads because of the increased input and output ports.

3) Area: CToRus saves 62% area over mesh, 53% area over CMesh, and 68% area over FBfly. The baseline 8 x 8 crossbar used in CMesh and was estimated to have an area of 0.492 mm². The split mx crossbars in CToRus reduces the crossbar area overhead by 79% compared to the baseline. The high radix router as well as the many wired links in the FBfly topology causes the total network area to be over 16 mm². While the mesh topology has lower radix routers, the area is still almost 14 mm² due to the large number of routers needed at each core.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we design three fault tolerant schemes for channel buffers. Our fault tolerant designs maintain performance when faults occur with minimal power and area overhead. In addition, we compare leading topologies such as mesh, CMesh, and FBfly to a CToRus topology which utilizes the proposed fault tolerant channel buffers and improves EDP by 20% to 43%.
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